Scripts
In order to program sequences and dependencies, in ZSP you can make use of “Scripts”, a type of
programmable sequences. To create them, no programming knowledge is needed, because within
ZSP you can program the sequences in an interactive editor. It offers predefined functions to select
from drop-down menus and - depending on the command - further items appear to configure the
corresponding parameters.
But first, let’s stay with the basics...

How do I get there?
Start the ZSP application as usual - if it isn’t started yet. Find the scripts section in the tab “CV
settings”, then click on the top button on the bottom right: “Script”. See left picture:

Now, a small window opens with an empty, white area.
To create a script, click on “Hinzufügen” (Add) and a
blue-marked field “Script 1” appears. With
“Umbenennen” (rename) the script can be given a
characteristic name, so it is easier to identify later on.
Double-clicking the script opens an empty editor. In
case it does not open (or you cannot find the window
on your screen) click on “Script Fenster zurücksetzen”
(reset window position), and the window will appear on
the upper left corner of your screen.
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Export: When you are finished editing the script, it can be exported and saved to any folder, in order
to, for example, use it for another sound project, or share it.
Import Script: A script that was saved and exported can be reimported into another project.
Attention: Sound samples are referenced by their index number only inside the current sound
project; those numbers can differ from one sound project to another and have to be checked and
maybe adjusted manually after importing the script into another sound project.
Note: For each sound project it is possible to create (or import) up to 4 scripts. Within each script a
maximum of 150 states (commands) can be programmed. As soon as scripts are saved, they are
automatically activated in the decoder. They can be deactivated using the corresponding bits in
CV #837.
Script-Editor
A quicker way to open the editor can be found in the uppermost menu of the general ZSP window,
labeled “Script”. When clicked, a menu opens, where you can quickly add a new script, edit an
existing one or open the “Script-menu-window”.
At the bottom right of the script editor there is a checkbox labeled “Info einblenden” (show
information). If activated, every state, i.e. every line, shows a characteristic name, if one was
assigned before (either imported or you already named it). This is very useful in complex scripts to
keep an overview, and still be able to retrace exactly which state is supposed to do what and why.
The renaming is done by clicking on the text label “Info” above the state and then you just start
typing. ZSP automatically saves the description and by ticking the checkbox at the bottom you can
switch between the original name and the self-given description.

At the bottom left of the script editor there is an information area labeled “Beschreibung”
(description) for explaining useful actions/ context commands while programming the scripts. Those
are the following:




Add: Click on a state number (adds a new empty state entry above the one clicked)
Copy: Click on another state after adding a new one (pastes the copied state into the new still empty - one. This only works while the added state still has a red background.
Delete: Select the command “ - ” to delete the current state.

At the bottom center of the script editor there is an area labeled “Simulation”; this will be explained
later. It can be used to play back a simulation of the programmed script on the computer.
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How to read and write a script
Reading a script is not very difficult; you start at the upper right corner and “read” it line for line, i.e.
state for state like a text, until you reach the bottom right corner. ZSP (simulating the decoder) and
also the decoder, will execute the script this way. Generally, it is possible to generate a great variety
of sequences with scripts (within the predefined commands and parameters). Nevertheless, there
are a few basic rules which have to be regarded in every case. Those are the following:
If you query the activation event of a function key, you also have to query the deactivation
event of that key
This is done with the command “query function” [Abfrage Funktion]. A status (of a key) is checked,
and if this status can be answered as “true”, the program jumps to the state which is defined at the
end of the query and continues the sequence at this state. If the query is “false” (negative), the
sequence continues with the next consequent state. This can also be used to loop. In the following
example, the sequence stays in this same state until F2 is activated.

This is how you read it: The command query function evaluates if F2 is off. If this is the case, the
program jumps to State 0 (i.e. stays in the same line). If F2 is active (activated via ZSP or the
controller), this query ends negative. Therefore the script automatically jumps to the next line (i.e.
the next state). In the next state, any function can be defined which shall be activated by this
function key.
After the action has been performed, the key has to be deactivated again. In the script, this looks like
the example shown before, only the state has to be checked to be on and the state has to repeat
itself until the query is negative (i.e. the last parameter refers to the very same state it is in). This is
shown in the following example:

At the end of every script you have to jump to the beginning again
This is a very important step, because otherwise the script stops and cannot be reactivated. The last
line in every script should therefore look like this:
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It is not necessary to jump to state 0, but it is important that the script can execute in a loop and is
not open towards the end.
Description of the commands:
Sound starten [Start Sound]: Starts the sound defined in the first of the three available parameters.
After selecting this command, Parameter1 contains a drop-down menu, which displays all sound
samples available in the current sound project by name. The second parameter (Parameter2) defines
the volume the sound is played back at. The third parameter (Parameter3) defines, if the sound is
looped or how often it shall be played back (1x to 8x). Special function Loop and Short: This is only
relevant, if the original sound sample is looped and afterwards the command “Stop Sound” or
“Deactivate function key” is used. If, for example, F2 starts a sound with Loop and Short, F2 has to be
deactivated and/or the sound stopped, BEFORE the script is allowed to execute any other command.
Sound beenden [Stop Sound]: If a sound was started with Loop or Loop and Short (NOT with
repetitions!), this command has to be activated to stop the sound. If the sound was started with no
special settings or with repetitions, this command is not necessary (because the sound stops on itself
after the defined number of repetitions).
Auf Sound Ende warten [Wait for end of sound]: Waits until the playback has ended (including all
defined loops) and only after that, the script jumps to the next state. This is only useful if the sound
was not started with Loop or Loop and Short.
Abfrage Funktion [Query function]: Checks if the status of a function key (defined in Parameter1) is
on or off (Parameter2) and defines, to which state the script jumps to, in case the query’s result is
true. If, for example, a sound shall be activated with F5, the query checks if F5 is off and until turned
on, it loops in this state. This way, the script automatically jumps to the next state if the query results
false, i.e. F5 is on.
Abfrage Parameter [Query parameter]: Checks if the desired parameter (field Wenn Parameter (if
parameter); see description of parameters) is equal (=), unequal (<>), higher (>) or lower (<) (field
Test) than the defined value (in Parameter3). Same as in Query function, the last parameter defines
where the script jumps to, if this query’s result is true. If the result is false, the sequence continues
with the next state.
The following parameters can be selected in the field Wenn Parameter:




Speed: Checks current internal speed step (0-2551)
Target speed: Checks speed step defined by the slider (0-255), to which the loco shall be
accelerated.
Driving sound: Checks, if the driving sound is turned on or off.
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Please calculate the corresponding value for your speed-step-mode. With 126 speed steps, the value to be
checked for has to be approximately doubled
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Target set: Checks which diesel set shall be activated next (if it is switched by function key)
Current set: Checks which diesel set is currently played back
Diesel Step: Checks at which step (i.e. rpm) the diesel sound currently is.
Timer value: Checks for a value set in the command “Load timer”. This parameter allows
executing an action within the countdown.
Acceleration: Number of speed steps to be accelerated. If the train is currently decelerating,
the query has to check for value 0.
Deceleration: Number of speed steps to be decelerated. Only positive values can be shown
and checked. Therefore, you check for example “reduced by 40 speed steps”.
Current direction of travel: Checks the current direction of travel (forward, backwards)
Target direction of travel: Checks which direction the loco shall have according to the
command station (e.g. the loco is still decelerating in “old” direction before a change of
direction)
Consist active: Checks if the train is currently in a consist.
Inverted Consist: Checks if CV #19, Bit 7 = 1 (inverts driving direction in a consist)
HLU limit: current limit of the HLU braking distance
ABC limit: current limit of the ABC braking distance
DC limit: current limit of the DC braking distance
Current Limit: Lowest value of the three parameters above (HLU, ABC, DC). This function was
implemented to test for the lowest settings without having to check for every one of them in
one single step.

Lok steuern [Control loco]: Sets parameters for loco control. Parameter1 defines the type of control
(set, limit, reduce speed, emergency stop, etc.). Parameter2 defines the speed step and the last
parameter defines the direction (forward, reverse, east, west, etc.).
Thyristor Sample: Selects a sound sample for the thyristor (as far as it is an electric loco). Note: The
script does not recognize the type of sound project currently edited, therefore, this function is also
available when creating scripts for steam or diesel locos which are not electric.
Thyristor Tonhöhe [Thyristor sound pitch]: This command defines the rising pitch of the thyristor
bound to defined speed steps. So, Parameter1 defines the pitch of the thyristor at a medium speed
step (defined in Parameter3) and in Parameter2 the maximum pitch for the thyristor at maximum
speed (Parameter4). The value “100” means doubled frequency of the sample. As example: a rise of
the thyristor sound pitch would be the following: Select thyristor sample 1, set thyristor pitch to “50”
in Parameter1, set Parameter2 to “100”. Then select thyristor sample 2 and set the pitches like in
thyristor sample 1. This way, you get a steadily rising pitch.
I2C Command2: Internal testing function. (This is used to send any I2C command to the SUSI output of
the MX645 to, for example, contact a PCA9624 to get more function outputs.)
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I2C refers to a communications protocol originally developed by Philips Semiconductors (now NXP
Semiconductors).
I2C Bus is a registered trademark of NXP B.V. Corporation.
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Timer laden [Load Timer]: This function activates a timer, which counts down in the background in
steps of tenths of a second and then stops at 0. If an action shall be activated after a certain
timespan, please use “Timer value” in Query parameter.
Diesel-Stufe fixieren [Lock diesel step]: Activates (or deactivates) locking a diesel step to one of the
following steps: Standstill - F20. This way, the script can take control over the diesel sequence,3 i.e.
lock it to a defined step in the sequence. Attention: In case “Lock diesel step” is deactivated in one of
the following states, the command “Set diesel step” has to be executed additionally. Using this
command, the script defines at which diesel step the sequence shall continue. Example: An F-key
activates a sound, and as alternate sound the sample “cold start” shall be played back (set diesel
step). Afterwards, the normal stationary sound shall be played back, and not again a starting sound.
Bremsenquietschen unterdrücken [Suppress brake squeal]: Defines, if brake squeal shall be
suppressed or not.
Ausgang einschalten [Activate function output]: Activates a function output, and also defines a
dimming value (PWM reduction) for this defined output. In the same parameter (dimming:
Parameter2), the output can also be turned off. This function can be used to activate various function
outputs one after the other, if those shall be activated with the same function key. For example, the
first output to be activated shall be FO6 (interior lighting), and later it is deactivated again after a
given time. Thereafter, FOf shall be activated with 100% PWM. All of those shall be activated with F5
within the script.
Event aus/einschalten [Switch event on/off]: First make sure, the event, which is always combined
with a servo as defined as control source in the ZSP tab “Ablauf Sound” (Sound sequences). Then, an
event marker has to be defined within a .wav-file. Therefore, the sound sample has to be selected in
the general ZSP window. Open it with double-click and define an event marker. Save the sound file
with the event marker. This way, the command “Switch event” within the script moves a servo to its
left, center or right position, or activates/deactivates a function every time the sound sample passes
the event marker. With the servo positions, an individually complex automatic uncoupling process
can be programmed. The end positions of the servos are programmed in the corresponding CVs, they
cannot be changed within the script.
E-Motor sample: Select one of the available sound samples of the E-Motor which shall be played
back, and if it shall be looped or not.
Diesel-Ablauf übernehmen [Take over diesel sequence]: See “Lock diesel step”, used in case the
command is deactivated.
FA Effekt setzen [Set effect on function output]: This command defines effects for the function
output defined in Parameter2. You can not only select lighting effects (Mars, Ditch, Gyra, etc.) but
also steam, SoftStart, dimming, turn off function output after a certain time span, etc. Note: The
effect labeled “-” is not yet used.
For clarification, the use of the scripts is shown in the following example:
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Diesel sequence: When accelerating or decelerating, the diesel engine goes through various steps with
different pitches. These are standstill, F1, F2, etc. and transitional samples (F1-F2, F2-F3, or F4-F3, F2-F1, etc.).
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At first sight, this script looks complicated, because it jumps a lot between the states. This sample is
based on 3 thyristor samples, which shall be played back at certain speed steps. Thyristor1 is the first
sample (also the one with the lowest pitch). It is played back until speed step 19 is reached,
Thyristor2 starts at speed step 20 (see states 2 and 6). Thyristor3 is played back starting with speed
step 40 (see states 1, 7 and 4). The samples shall be looped until the next sample starts (see states 0,
4 and 6). Now let’s take a look at how this script is interpreted:
0. Is sound sample “Thyristor1” played back with a loop?
a. Yes?  activate the script and continue with State 1
b. No?  stay in State 0
1. Check, if the speed is higher than speed step 39
a. Yes?  continue with State 4 (Thyristor3)
b. No?  continue with the next state, i.e. State 2
2. Check, if the speed is higher than speed step 19
a. Yes?  continue with State 6 (Thyristor2)
b. No?  continue with the next state, i.e. State 3
3. This State sends the sequence back to State 1 and continues the queries. This is continued
until one of the two queries in State 1 or 2 is answered with “YES”, and the script jumps to
the defined state.
This query-sequence is repeated in the following states for various speed steps.
States 1-6 define jumps to the start, i.e. the thyristor sounds while accelerating. State 5 “locks”
Thyristor3 as driving noise for speed step 40 and higher. Starting with State 6 (“Play back sound
sample “Thyristor2””) the thyristor sounds for deceleration are defined. State 7 checks, if the speed
step is higher than 39. The script jumps back to States 4 and 5 until the speed step is lower than 39
(possibly braking before a curve). At this point, the sample “Thyristor2” is played back, and then the
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script checks again, if the speed step is higher than 39. If this is not the case, the script continues with
the next state, which checks, if the speed step is higher than 19. The queries in States 7 & 8 are
repeated, until the speed step is 19 or lower, so the script can continue with State 9. This is the last
state, “Go to State 0” (always has to be the last state in a script - and therefore the last command),
causing the thyristor sample with the lowest pitch to be played back again.
After finishing your script or even while programming you have the possibility to test it within ZSP to
see, if and how the script is working. This is done with a simulation. At the bottom center of the
script editor, there is a button labeled “Simulation”. Clicking it, it starts running the script in a
simulation and this way you can easily test for bugs. Unfortunately, the simulation does not work
with some of the sequences or parameters, because ZSP is not able to simulate everything
(movements of the servos, etc.). In general, you can run every script to see if it hangs at any state or
gets stuck in a loop (because the activated F-key is not deactivated again, etc.). If the script runs too
fast to keep track of the steps, or if there is an error and it is not possible to track where and why,
you can always run the script step by step. To activate this function, click on “Pause” next to
“Simulation” and jump from state to state with “Step”.

Next steps after the script is finished and working
Click “OK” on the bottom right and get back to the first script window and to save the script. In this
window, you can export the programmed script as a file or import another one (.zsc4). You can also
create new scripts, however, there is a limit of 4 scripts for each sound project.

What to do if the script does not work as intended?
Analyze if you can find the error by carefully looking through the script again. If you cannot find the
error, start the Simulation to see where exactly the error occurs and maybe this way the cause can
be found and the bug can be fixed. In case the error does not occur within the simulation, save the
script, create a new one and try to recreate the error with as few states as possible. Some errors can
be found easier this way. It can also be useful to write down the desired sequence of events. This is
another way to find and fix errors.

Comfort features:
Copy: If you want to add an additional state within the script, just click on the state beneath the
place you want to insert a new. The newly added state is coloured red. In case you want to insert a
copy of another, already defined state, just click on the state you want to copy. Attention: This is only
possible as long as the newly added state is coloured red. After having inserted the copied state, the
new state is assigned an individual state number.
Window size: The window of the script editor (in contrast to all other ZSP windows) can be expanded
to full screen and altered in size. This is an advantage when dealing with long and complex scripts.
That way, many states are visible at once.
Scrolling: Additionally, you can scroll using the mouse wheel within the script, there is no need for
the bar on the right side. Attention: Scrolling within the command windows (parameters) you do not
scroll the window, but just within the drop-down menus of the parameters!
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